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Introduction

• Motivation:
• Datasets for visual relationships related to clothing are lacking.

• Consequently, detection models for clothing relationships are also lacking.

• Research Contributions:
• To release a large dataset, the Relatable Clothing Dataset, which can be 

used for detecting visual relationships between people and 
worn/unworn clothing.

• To propose and test a novel model architecture for soft attention and 
visual relationship detection.
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Presentation Outline

• Related works
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• Conclusion
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Related Works

• Verbs in COCO (V-COCO) is the most popular visual 
relationship detection dataset.
• Very large dataset but does not contain labels for clothing and 

whether they are worn/unworn.

• Open Images is another popular visual relationship 
detection dataset
• Contains the label “wears” for accessories such as sunglasses, 

necklaces, purses, and shoes, but no clothing is labeled.

• DeepFashion2 contains labels for worn/unworn clothing.
• There are a few problems to address first before this dataset is 

useable to train a worn/unworn clothing detector.
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Fig: Example sample 
from V-COCO

Fig: Example sample 
from DeepFashion2



Visual Relationship Detection

• Visual Relationship Triplet, <subject, predicate, 
object> or <S,P,O>.
• Derived from grammar, subject is the “who/what”, 

predicate is the “verb” or “relationship”, and object is 
often a noun which is described in conjunction with the 
subject and predicate.

• We are concerned with predicate prediction in this 
paper.
• The subject will always be a person and the object will 

always be an article of clothing.
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Relatable Clothing Dataset

• DeepFashion2 Dataset lacks two important features that are necessary to 
be used for visual relationship detection:
• Subject segmentations. No person is segmented in this dataset.

• Unworn articles of clothing are close-ups and do not contain any people in the 
image.

• We propose the Relatable Clothing Dataset for worn/unworn clothing 
classification problems.
• A modified subset of the DeepFashion2 Dataset
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Relatable Clothing Dataset

• Subject segmentations. No person is segmented in this dataset.

• Unworn articles of clothing are close-ups and do not contain any people in the 
image.
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Relatable Clothing Dataset
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• Unworn articles of clothing are close-ups and do not contain any people in the 
image.
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Relatable Clothing Dataset

• 29852 person-clothing pairs 
(18726 “worn” and 11126 
“unworn”) available for 
training

• 5705 person-clothing pairs 
(3604 “worn” and 2101 
“unworn”) for validation and 
testing
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Soft-Attention Unit

• A trainable unit which guides the “attention” of the 
network to the areas containing masks.
• The Output is added to the output of the 3x3 convolutional 

layer of each bottleneck unit in ResNet.
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Baseline models

• Hard-attention model
• Primitive masking of the input image using the 

masks to provide a basic attention mechanism.

• Box soft-attention model
• Similar to previous works who use bounding box 

detections to do visual relationship detection.
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Results
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Conclusions and Future Work

• Release of the Relatable Clothing Dataset
• 29852 person-clothing pairs for training, 5705 person-clothing pairs for validation 

and testing.

• Proposal of a novel soft-attention unit for visual relationship detection.
• Demonstrated good performance for worn/unworn clothing detection on the 

Relatable Clothing Dataset and decent generalizability on unseen articles of clothing.

• Currently extending these works for full end-to-end object detection and 
visual relationship detection for applications in safety and security.
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